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spirit of the scene. Cowards in battle are
A wave, higher than the restT at a run away from usthis excited our sailors | without a single sailor, were the dread trasometimes capable of becoming brave ; it pause of the tempest and when the ship —they began to exert themselves., so that,
1 ces, of his course. det there were some
was the case with me in that strife of the had rolled, helplessly upon her side, threw having rather the lighter boat, we kept up
; redeeming traits in his character ; he carJAMES K. REMICH,
elements. My spirit swelled with each her upon her beam ends* each succeeding to them in spite of all they could do. “ We
r ed littlp for wealth, or spoil, but seemed to
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE
trumpet tone of the winds ; the sounds of sea making fair breaches over her. In soon neared the Austrian brig, when I was
cohtinue his career for (he sake of ven
- the cQnflicting elements had such an effect dividual safety was now the only thought, astonished to see the boat keep her course
geance alone ; and instances of his mercy
upon me, that I finally took a stern pleas and each was occupied in lashing himself out to sea. The people oh board the ves
were told, which shewed in strange con
ure in what was going on around, and to the wreck. The captain, Mr. Andrew’s sel waved their caps, and shouted in Ital
A NIGHT AT SEA.
trast with his usual remorseless cruelty.
walked
along
even
carelessly
upon
the
and myself, ware secured in the mizzen ian ; but the stranger, who had st> sudden Like Lord Byron’s hero,;—
’Twas a rough night ;
slippery
deck.
As
the
tempest
increas

My young remembrance cannot parallel
rigging, the rest ofthe tnen in the main ly taken the command of their bodt, en
A fellow to it.—Macbeth.
ed, it was necessary to meet its violence and fore, clinging to the chains, lanyards couraged his men. with voice and band, “ Yet was not ColiFad thus by Nature sent,
To load the guilty, Guilt’s worst instrument—
‘Mr. Edwards,’ said Capt. Jones to• with corresponding caution, and accord- and back stays. It was evident to all that
to row harder, steering right for the offing. His soul wks changed.”
me, as we gazed together upon the Hen-• ingly, the voice of Captain Jones rose w e could not remain long in such a situa
They suddenly began a Wild song, or
But he has hitherto escaped the fale,
lopen light, and saw it sinking slowly into> above the roar, as he shouted through the tion. Exhausted as we were, death still
chaunt, keeping time with their oars, and which awaited “ the Cprsair
his success
the ocean, '* we are now fairly’ at sea, ami trumpet in deep and animating tones.
might be avoided ; tbb captain asked streched out so fairly that the ash bent at has been uninterrupted ;. no ship that ev
if my observations do not deceive me, you
‘ Haul down the head-sails, secure them Mr. Andrews if he could not get to the every stroke ; and they soon shot a-head er chased him could overtake him ; he ■
will have a specimen of a storm before well,’ were some of thé commands, which tool chest for an axe. ‘/Forward there !’
of us, as our rowers gave up t he contest, never engaged a vessel Which be did riot
day light.’
I set down as illustrative of the progress he cried, as cheerily as if he had been or tired of toiling in vain.
conquer.
‘ A storm, surely you jest 1’. cried I, of the tempest. ( Stand by to square away dering the setting of a studding sail, * stand
Captain I>alling, who bad hitherto sat
It was repoHed that a closer bond of
looking around upon the glittering ex the yards,’ he continued. ‘ Be ready at by to let the masts go ! iCcep a good silent, Iris Whole attention fixed on the Mal
Similarity cotmecfed him with Conrad.
panse of Water, as it curled under the the helm to keep her away! So, up; heart, men, a good an.d a stout heart, and
vina, watching the heaving of her anchor, An old sdilor, whom he had left behind,td
slight influence ofthe land breeze and up handsomely ; round in the weather braces ; we are safe !’
which was now raised to the bows, sud be cured of a wound in the hospital at
to the sky, spangled with innumerable cheerily, away, away ; hard up the helm,
‘Ay, ay, sir,’ was the reply. After the denly turned his eyes upon the boat ahead Corfu, said that he had a stronghold i'ri
stars, without a cloud to obstruct their so, keep her head before it! Belay, belay lanyards were cut, one or two strokes of
of us, and said to one of our men, “ Where one of the , smaller Grecian islands ; and
light—‘ surely you jest.’
the braces.’
the axe were sufficient, to break the al is that craft steering for, Nugent ?” “Right that a lady dwelt there, whom he Visited
‘ Nq, sir,’ said he, ‘ you have a shore
There was a pause in the storm occas ready sprung and tottering spars.
out of the-bay, Sir," was the answer.—: as often as his roving plans of life allowed.
proverb, which is never more forcibly re ioned by the alteration of the ship’s course.
The ship slowly recovered her upright
What the deuce do you meanj John, she The old man had never seen her, though he
alized than at sea : All is not gold that Before, she was sailing, as it were against posture, as the last mast fell into the sea.
belongs to the Austrian,?”.“ She did, Sir, had often been on board Andrea’s vessel
glistens. It was just such another beau the wind; and now she was turned direct
We gained the deck again, and that an hour since,” replied John, “ but I think when he touched there,—but he said, that
tiful night as this, except that there was ly from it, the waves thronged tumultu was all ; the ship was leaking at every
she has just changed owners—the steers amongst the sailors, her beauty was held to
no wind, that I lay at anchor in Gibraltar ously after her, as if defeated' of their seam, and fast settling into the sqa. The
man is Andrea Brusi | 1 have seen him be be almost more than moftak No .tempta
harbor—’twas the first voyage that I prey.
men still strove for life ; the measure-of fore.” “ Nonsense, Nugent, how durst he tion could induce him to give the most dis
commanded a vessel, and truly mine was
‘ We must make more preparations for bur misery, was not yet full, for there was be seen in Smyrna 1 How could he get the
tant clue to the place ; and Briisi’s island
a lovely craft, every way worthy of a sea this wind,’ said Captain Jones in my ear ; some hope of escape in the boat. Knife boat ?” “ God only knows,” said the sail nest
remains undiscovered.
man’s affection, in port or at sea. That and leaving me clinging to the rigging, and axe were employedin cuttingaway
or, “ his vessel is somewhere beyond Dri1 afterwards sailed up f he Archipeiagb :
night we all turned in without fear ; in a he leapt lightly upon the hatchway, steady the bulwarks, in order to launch the long
musa, for certain—see, the boat keeps and oftentimes, as we sounded the rocky
few hours I was callci by the Watch, who ing himself by the ropes around the mj^en boat. The gripes were served, and the
right out to sea !” This speech from Nu headlands of many of the islands, crowned
said it looked threatening to sea-ward. I mast.
chocks, knocked away ; but just as we gent ended the colloquy—we were noW with forts or ruins, did 1 fancy I had discov
Was scarcely dressed, before the gale
‘ Stand by, to take in the foresail/ he were accomplishing the desired end, a alongside our schooner, and soon mounted ered the Corsair’s castle—and I strained
commenced. You may have heard of a cried. This duty, from the preparations voice, that seemed <o cg^s. from the
her side. Still, as we won our way out, toy eyes in vain to catch R glimpse of his
wind Called a Levanter—this was one. 1 made, appeared to require much caution. bottom of the sea, shouted ‘ sail, ho !’ first on one tack and then on the other the
Medora, as
need not describe to you the effects of When all was ready, the Captain continu ‘Where away !’ cried the captain, leaping- boat kept her course ahead of us * and
winds and waters in mortal strife ; but it ed : ‘ Man the clue-garnets, bunt lines, upon the gunwale of the boat as it trem when we passed the fort, Which has only a u She looked* and saW lhe heaving of the
main—
is sufficient to say, that the.next morning, leach-lines, & clue up all together ; cheer bled over the side. ‘On the weatlier! few oi the upper guns mounted, a sentinel The white sail set,—‘ and, dared not 106k
of upwards of one hundred vessels that ily, cheerily, so, lay up and secure all sail! beam, on us ! answered the same voice, i hailed her from the battlements ; and as
again.”
lay securely at anchor the evening before, After this essay, which ended so happily, he All eyes were cast in that direction, and | no attention was paid to the signal, a shot
ARTlC^AflON.
not one was to be seen—dhe harbor was ventured upon another, and similar orders notwithstanding the darkness, we-could was fired right athwart her course; This
Clear, quite cleat, but thé shores, and the were given concerning the main course: discern a large ship with her courses set, intimation seemed merely to add wings to
Long Words are said to give dignity to
wharves, and the rocks, were strewed but just at the moment of letting go the driving sheer upowus. ‘ God of heav her speed ; and Andrea, standing up, wav language, and short ones to be detriipchtal
with their fragments and their dead.’
rigging, the foot rope of the sail burst, and ens!’ cried the captain, in a tone that was ed his turban by way of salute in reply. to harmoiiyi There is some truth in the
‘ This Was awful !’ cried I, with a the sail, rent in twain,-commenced thresh lost in a shriek, ‘ they do not see us !’ ‘We Capt. Dalling was reused by-the sound of remark , btif it must not be admitted with
smothered emotion ; for there was some ing the air with sucb/.violence, as to shake are lost!’ murmured several voices. ‘Not the ball, and ran to the spot where Lavas out limitation. Many long Words render thing in the old grey-headed sailor’s man (ftp ship to her centre. Tn vain the sailors yet!’ shouted the commander.—‘Port, leaning on the taffrail, to see1 what it meant. language heavy and Unwieldy : and short
ner and story, sufficient to alarm any one, attempted to secure it ; rope after" rope port your hetni B ^iPort, hard ‘T'port !’ 1 had not found time to ask him any ques ones are not harsh, unless where by begin
more especially a young, raw landsman snapped;»! ritibons of the" canvass were echoed a voice from the deck ofthe stran tions about the pirate as he had been very ning and ending with hard consonants, they
like myself.
already flying from the yard. Orders ger, but it was too late.—Our ship rolled busy ever since he came on board, con refuse to coalesce with the letters which
‘ It was truly so, sir,’ he continued in the were at last given to cut the sail away, and immediately under the bow of the unknown ferring with the mate, and giving orders in go before or follow them. When that is
same strain, ‘ but thank God, I have weath- in a few minutes, it swept : ahd vanished ship, which passed over us like a whirl the forepart of the vesseL “It will be not the c&se, a passage may be very musical
ered xhatx iio rcl’
ef-fcer-Mâkfe.., like ft white riouJ over (he
■■
’’ wind-. F . ecuficti being driven
as it rongeriougi/” said h'b, “ before the Turks or harmonious, even thougli consisting al
I might tell you many marvellous stories of
The other sails were reduced in succes were, to the bottom ofthe sea ; tof an im hit her ; but the Antelope will see her together of short words ; as in the follow
escapes by sea ; and it is a thing a seaman sion, until at length the ship Was dashing- potent struggle for life, wheri sotae one soon, and Captain Hinde’s gig will becom- ing passage from the Song of SolOinoh :
“ My beloved spake, and said unto me,
loves, but I will not frighten you ; howev on with nothing hut her bare masts and seized my arm. In the dreadful struggle ihg round the Vourlas to know what she
er, you must prepare yourself for seeing yards opposed to the wind, she labored for mastery, with a drowning man, I awoke, isi” And without saying more, he went Rise up, my love, my fair one, and Coine
and hearing something strange this night ; dreadfully, at times, as she sutik da the and found that I was grappling with the again forward.
away : for lo ! the winter is past, the rain
—let it comeffiowever, the Narcissus has trough of the sea, she seemed parting a- ship’s steward. ‘ Fo? heaven’s sake Mr.
Shortly afterwards, a small schooner ap is over and gone ; the flowers appear on
gone through some dangers before this, sundef ; one moment she Would hang mo Edwards, cried the mulatto, with no small peared from behind the great Vourla, un the earth, the time of the singing of birds
and, please heaven, she will go through tionless Cn the summit ofaWave, aad the astonishment, ‘ vVhat’s the matter ?’
der a heavy press of sail, beating up into is come, and the voice ofthe ttif tie is heard
some more.*
next be rolling in a valley,' whose horrors
‘ Eh! oh, steward, what’s the mat the wind, and shaping her course as fairly incur land : the fig-tree putteth forth her
Disguising the uneasiness which these were increased by fitful glimpses of black ter ?’
for the boat as she could. As Captain green figs, and the vines With the tender
prognostications had produced, and assert clouds Caught between the overhanging
‘ Breakfast is ready, sir.’
Dallihg had predicted, a light man-of-war’s grape give a good srfcell : Arise, my love*
ing ‘ that I wquld not be robbed of my and threatening billoWs, whose crests seem
Phil. Mo. Magaxme,
gig soon pulled rapidly round the little my fair ofie, and come aWay.”
sleep by dread of the storm, I prepared to ed hid in their bosom»
In this remarkably smooth and melodi
Vourla, and I saw the officer reconnoiter
go below. As 1 placed my foot on the
ous passage, in which there are eighty-two
Irt these moments, the management of
ing
the
strange
schooner
with
his
telescope.
1TIE CORSAIR.
companion step I looked again around «it the helm was critical, nay imminently dan
Apparently he saw something which he wards, sixty-nine of them are monosylla
[From the Winter's Wreath,for 1&29.J
the state of the weatlier, but all was calm gerous. At particular times the slightest
did not like 5 for he'turned the boat’s head bles. The truth is, that a mixture oflong
and beautiful.
The wind had entirely deviation from a straight forward cofirse,
The beach, at Smyrna, was unusually round, and she disappeared as swiftly as and short Words may be necessary to har
died away, and the sails hung fiat down, would have brought down certain destruc crowded and animated, whet, I Walked she had come into view. The Greek soon mony in languages generally • but in our
or flapped heavily against.,the
as tion on óur heads. The Captain here hastily down, orj the surfifeutfs. that the reached his schooner i the boat was drawn language, a better sound is heard from ma
the ship rose under the influence of the showed his admirable coolness and judg Malvina was ready for sea, and
up ; and she stood to the Northwest, With ny short words of SaXon original, if their
billows. All things bore token of a calm ment in sea affairs, he permitted, no one but tain Balling’s boat was waiting for me. every.sail spread to a freshening breeze. initial and final articulations admit of an
that might endure for some time, and I himself to direct ; and perched, like a It was a fine August morning, and the lalid
We saw no more of Andrea in our voy easy coalescence, than from a multiplicity
smiled to think how the event would falsi bird, in the mizzen rigging, he gave his or breeze hardly stirred the air. The boats age to Corfu ; and I often felt anxious to of long words derived from the Greek and
fy the sailor’s predictions. I retired to ders to those at the wheel in clear and from an Austrian brig( which lay near the know whether he escaped the man-of-war, Latin. For in English, though there is
rest with this thought, and in a few min quick tones. His sharp eye in that utter shore, were actively employed in trading which crossed our course off Cape Mastico much Latin and some Greek, yet the Sax
utes was dreaming of my loved land, and darkness caught the distant wave as it her cargo ; and oar own sailors were bust in full chase under a press of canvass. The on predominates, and its sounds are most
all the precious objects it contained.
came overtopping its fellows, and his ready ling about to get off those numerous,Effies Antelope afterwards touched at Corfu, acceptable to an English ear, because most
A crash, that I could liken to nothing commands pointed out the way to avoid which always have to uc put on beam'd, in whilst I was there ; and I learned, from familiar ; and hence, with all its ease and
but the fall of some mighty mountain, the dangerous contact ; notwithstanding, a hurry, when a vessel is just on the ¿point Captain Hinde, that he.could not come up apparent carelessness, the prose of Dryden,
aroused me some hours afterwards.
J however, his consummate caution, a bil of departure.
with the pirate, and had never since seen of Addison, of Swift, and of Pope, is incom
Whilst thus they wetp engaged, I Jligd'd him.
parably more melodious than th^t ofthe
started upright with the moment’s panic, low would now and then,-dash its spray
but immediately fell backwards with a upon the deck, or wash partly over the ship. on the lively groups around me ; add my
The interest, which this sudden appear- elaborate and learned Sir Thomas Brown,
deadly feeling of sickness and oppression
1 Mr. Andrews,* cried Captain Jones to eyes soon rested on one figure, with inter ance of Andrea Brusi, bad excited in me, Lord Shaftesbury, or even than that ofthe
at my heart. I strove to rise again, but the first officer of the ship, ‘ try to get down est and curiosity. Habited in a common was increased by the accounts of him profound and acute Dr. Samuel Johnson.
it was only to dash my head against the the top-gallant yards and masts ; stay, Turkish dress, the man upon whom I look which I gathered from various sources, du For the former adhere, where they can,tp
side of the ship, and to fall backwards, as hold on,’he continued, after a pause, but ed, might almost havrebcen confounded, at ring my stay in the Ionian Islands. All my plain words of English or Saxon growth ;
I had fallen before. I lay. still to listen ; (he command was already given, and men a cursoryglance, with any ofjhe surround endeavors to find out the motive of his while the others are continually dragging
there was a roar at my ear, as the water were dispersed upon the different masts. ing labourers ; but his countenance ijwas daring and hazardous visit to Smyrna were : in gigantic terms of Greek or Latin etymolrushed madly by ; a roar above my head, The additional weight of at least two men one to be long remembered, if seen but fruitless ; though many conjectural rea ' ogyas of winds, or rather that of thunder, and nearly at the top ofthe masts, caused them for a moment, ’/he feat^4 WdM Gre- sons were assigned, I never could satisfacA REAL PUFF.
a roar around me, to which I could give to bend fearfully, the danger was seen too cian in their attic grace and beauty r^con- I forily account for it. His family had lived
The following is the best commentary
no name. I was sensible, however, that late for a remedy. Ths captain shouted to tour, and the dark hair belonged t6 the in Scio, and endured all the horrors of sav
the captain’s prediction was true. The the sailonyfo come down, but he spoke to same country. The eye, burning with the age warfare, when the Turks made that on making puffs, we have ever met with,
vuv.. cruel
v.uvr-
e
that newspaper puff makers
ship rolled and ploughed as if she were the wind ; one after the other, the slight fire of boundless daring and ambition claim place the melancholy scene of their
going at a fearful rate through the Water. spars broke, and one after the other the ed kindred with no climate under heaven, ties,. /Andr7a7 wro^commanded“ abrigVn : would do well to follow the rule of the pasA thousand terrible sounds were around ill-fated men were hurled into the' sea. but seemed as though, impatient of aH that the Greek fleet, had returned...
to his native try pUft maker, and not furnish them, un
me—the waves, winds, ropes, sails, bulk There was a natural rush to boats, in order earth could hold, it belonged to the deni island, to find his home a heap of ashes— dess
I
. to. constant customers,“ withoutfifst.
mc^ey-.”
heads,'masts, beams, planks, cargo, all were to attempt to save their lives, but Captain zen of some loftier sphere. An expression his father slain in his own threshold—his 1 Reiving
united in making a discord, to which I could Jones, who was the first, cried, ‘ hold, of acute intelligence animated the mouth, mother and sisters borne by the barbarous L, " “en M*4* Robinson published her
give no name. Another effort and I gained there are lives enough lost already, never which, but for the eye of flame, might have inWaders—he inquired not whither. One I Sappho and rhaon, she wrote to Mr Boadxny feet ; notwithstanding the oppression mind the boat.’ And, indeed, no boat given to'the features a trace of the cun hour maddened him ; he never landed in ;en t“e newspaper editor, in the following
Scio again. He quitted the Greek ser- ‘
Mrs. Robinson would thank her
on my chest, and a dizziness in my head could have lived in that storm. We saw ning of his countrymen.
which caused me to plunge from side to ,
.„v.. disappear
.......with
.
..... ,.j ____________
He stood motionless, intently watching vice ; and after having been for a time un- ‘r*en(* "®aden for a dozen puffs for Sap¡the men
many
forebodings
side, liki: a drunken man, I gained the deck, I of our own fate, but lamentations were of the captain pf the Austrian brig, who was j heard- of,~ was soon known & dreaded „„
as aa 1 Pho and Thaon.” By mistake ofthe pen?
where my ideas of a sea-storm ware real- | no avail, wo prepared for the worst,
attending to the discharge of his liales. J man.ofdark'and daring deeds. He had be- ny Post ^‘s Ietter was delivered to Mf.
ized in their full extent. Clouds dashing I As the storm abated not, and we were As soon as he saw this captain go a' little ! come a pirate—his hand was against all na- Bowden the pastry cook in the Strand,
over the heavens with amazing velocity ;! wandering widely from ouf course, the higherup the beach, to give some order to tions ; but his merciless revenge was re- ¡who sent this answer :—“ Mr. Bowden’s
waters whirling and boiling about the ship I captain commanded the ship t^> be hove to. one of the porters, he sprang into an b^p-; served for those transports or merchantmen, j respectful Compliments to Mrs. Robinson,
in one wild mass of foam, and waves ; and j Seizing a! favorable moment, she was ty boat, which was going back, to the Ves- which, sailing under neutral flags, aided the ; shall be very happy to serve her ; but as
winds clamoring along, made up a picture i brought round to the wind ; the yards sei; and, after a brief and animated con- ‘ Turks with supplies ofarms or provisions, or 1 Mrs. R. is not a constant customer, he can
capable of appalling the stoutest heart ; 1 were braced sharp, and a small lower sail, versation with one of the boat-men sat; for such Turkish ships as he could detach not send the puffs for the young folks with
mine, which never was over bold, knock- I set to prevent her from rolling too much, down to the helm. This boat put off nt! from their fleets. In these instances, the fate out first receiving the money.”
ed against my ribs, until 1 fancied I could i 1 began then to imagine that our danger the same moment with ours, and, as our ! Of his victims was untold by human tongues
Young men are in general not aware
hear it even amid the roar. After some : was partly over, but my joy was short-liv- schooner lay farther out than the Austrian,: —he spared no life on board ; and decks
minutes, in which thedresh air, or my ter-' ed, for an accident, which happened soon in the same direction, we kept together deep stained with the red traces of com- how much their reputation is affected in
Tor, operated effectualiy upon my sickness, afterwards, hade us bear like men, the with them for some time. The Austrian bat, or strewn with mangled bodies—ves- the view of the public by the company
J became calmer, nay, I entered into the death that stared us in the face.
rowers pulled bard, appearing anxious to ■ seis.abandoned to the sport of the wind^, they keep. *
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U. STATES LEGISLATURE

MAINE LEGISL ATÜRE.

The bill to establish the Franklin Bank
passed to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Hubbard of S.
Ordered, That this House will hold two
sessions, each day, alter, Monday next com
mencing at half past 9. o’efock A. M. and at
half past 2 o’clock P. M. except on Satur
day^, one session—read and passed.
The committee on the subject of Sheriff’s
tees, &c. made report, and the same together
wit a the report ordered to be printed
Resolve relating to Limerick Academy
was called up, and committed to Messrs.
Sanborn of L., Hunt of A. and Latham of G

! Expenses for the Prison and con1 victs,
•
6393 m
Officers’pay except salary of War;/len,
*
1347 43
1 lie present Warden charges the
State from Sept. 1, 1823, to Nov.
30, 1828 same year, expenses for
prison and con".
*
5997 13

From France.arrival at New-York TWENTIETH CONG RESS. .«SECON^,.SESSION
' •
SENATE.
of the ship Henry IV. brings dates from Hav
re to Dec. 26, and Paris to Dec. 25. There
■
FRIDAY, FEB. 6.
SENATE.
is no important additional political news.
Petition ofT. Varney, and the Message
SATURDAY,
^AN.
31.
from the Governor, transmitting to the House
Boston,'Pat.
The Senate did not sit this day.
the doings of the [.and. Agent in the concern
It is stated under Paris date of Dee. 25, ac
of
the Public Lands were referred with the
cording to- letters from Gahitz, a. Russian
papers to the committee on State Lands, in
MONDAY, FEB. 2.
Amount as per Warden’s account
army of from 30 to 40,606 men, including the
rendered this year,
14237 63A
Mr, Tazewelfr Mr. Sandford and Mr. concurrgpcj?.
garrison of Varna, was stationed on the
A
comuAiintiatmq
from
Daniel
Rose
late
.Add to this I year’s salary,of the
right Bank of the Danube, occupying the i . Webstev vyere appointed a committee, to be
Warden
of
the
State
Prison,
praying
that
an
Warden,
700
whole country from Isaktsçha to. Varna, be joined bv the House, to ascertain and report
ing in communication with the garrison'at a mode for examining the votes for- Presi inquiry maybe made into his conduct, was
referred
to
the
committee
on
the
State
Pris

dent
and
Vice
President
of
the
United
States,
Matschiu detached from the division at
$14937 63§
- Ibrail. A strong body of Turkish cavalry, and of notifying the persons elected of their on. &c. Sent down for concurrence.
MONDAY, FEB 9.
Resolve for the benefit of Danjel Rose and
coming from Shumla, to which a part of the election.
STATE OF MAINE.
The committee on, so much of the GoverThe credentials of Hon. John McLean of Joel Miller, was taken up and referred to the
garrison at Silistria has been reunited, is
s Speech as relates to the relations of
Ho use of Representatives,
marching for Hirsova.
Illinois, were communicated by the Presi committee on the State Prison. Sent down Debtor and Creditor made report, which
_
February 7, 1829.
A private letter from Frankfort, Dec. 18, dent of the Senate. The principal part of for concurrence.
Bill repealing the several acts now in force was read and accepted.
The committee to whom was referred the
says, it is rumored, that a courier had arriv the session was senton Executive buisness.
The
committee
to
whom
was
referred
the
relating to Hogshead Shooks, came in anew
subject of Sheriffs’ and Clerks’ emoluments,
ed with intelligence of the early departure
draft for concurrence and the Senate concur returns of schools, &c.’reported the facts in’re- have had the same under considération, and
of Lord Heytesbery, who is said to have tak
TUESDAY, FEB. 3.
lation thereto which was read and accepted. nq\y ask leave to' Report in part,
red.
en his passports for London, having failed in
Mr. Benton gave notice that he would,! on
The committee to whom was referred so
Resolve for the benefit of Waterville Col
That, having examined the returns of the
the object of his mission. They also give a Wednesday, introduce a bill for the gradual
much of the Governor’s Speech as relates to
still more gloomy picture of the’ state of the increase of the Engineer Corps, and formth- lege came from the House, passage refused, fortifications, made report which was read several Sheriffs made in pursuance of the 3d
and
the
Senate
having
re-considered
their
Russian army than that contained in the er purposes. At half-past 12 the Senate
and on motion of Mr. Stevens of B. the fur section of the Act, .entitled “An Act con
German papers. Their cavalry has been proceeded to the consideration of Executive former vote, amended, and passed the same ther consideration of the same, postponed un cerning Sheriffs,” passed Feb. 25th, 1828,
to
be
engrossed.
Sent
down
forconcurrence.
they find the following sums returned, as their
cut to pieces ; their draught horses have per business.
til to-morrow.
emoluments for the periods prefixed.
ished, and the typhus and plague are making
A
resolve
in
favor
of
Jonah
Dunn
passed
dreadful havoc among the men.
77ie Sheriff of York,, returns for 6 months,
SATURDAY, FEB. .7.
to be engrossed,
.
WEDNESDAY,
FEB.
4.
A letter from Odessa, states, that General
ending With Sefit. 1828.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
A bill to improve Highways by the use of
The Chair communicated to the Senate a
Pauschkin, Contractor General of the Rus
From 30 Deputies,
v--------of Jedediah Virney. Read and accepted, broad rimmed wheels, was read.
$566.93
Message
from
Cue
President
of
the
United
sian A'rmy, had been detected in peculation,
A resolve authorizing the Governor to From other sources, such as
States, transmitting,* in compliance with a sent down for concurrence.
tried and executed.
attending Courts, 8çc.
Mr. Dane imm York» has leave of absence erect a Gun House in the town of Farmington
.104.46
The St. Petersburg Official Gazette an- resolution of the Senate'of Jan. 20, a report Ajntil Friday next.
was referred to the committee on Militia and
nouncesthë Submission of the Karatschejew, from the Secretary of State, with copies of a
Amount for 6 months,
670 49
Order of the House, that the committee on Military Affairs.
wandering tribes of Mount Elborus, who letter of instructions t o the Minister of the the Judiciary inquire into the expediency of
Whole amount for one year,
1340.93
On motion of Mr. Shapleigh. of B.
made incursions into the country about Staw- United States in Mexico, and of his answer, establishing by law the specific number of
Ordered, That Messrs. Shapleigh of B., The Sheriff of Cumberland, returns for 6
relating to the recovery of debts in that
ropol, and did much mischief.
bushels of salt which shall constitute the Williams of A. and Mowry of L. with such
months, ending 30th Sefit. 1828.
A private letter from Lisbon, dated Déc. country, d«e to American citizens.
642 57
'Phe Senate then proceeded to the consid Hogshead, whether afloat or in stoye was as the Senate may join, be a committee to From 28 Deputies,
10, informs of new dissections among the
read
and
passed
in
concurrence.
inquire into the expediency of providing by From other sources,
91 72
Miguelites, and ,-new remonstrances on the eration of Executive business, and sat with
An
Act.in
further
addition
to
the
several
no member of the Legislature or of
part of, the.Foreign consuls : and tftat the closed doors for near three hours.
acts now in force to organize, govern and dis the Council, during the term for which he
Amount for 6 months,
734 29’
principal inhabitants of Lisbon had resolved
ciplinethe Militia of this State—to set off shall have been elected, receive or be ap
Whole amount for one year,
1468 58
fotake up arms, and join the guerilla band
Washington Remick from Kittery to Eliot-— pointed to any appointment or situation of
THURSDAY, FEB." 5.
of Milio Brayner. Before quitting the town.Mr. Hayne’s resolution calling on the repealing part of an act to establish the Dam profit under this State which shall have been 7Vie Sheriff of Lincoln, returns for one
they assassinated two Miguelite volunteer«. President for information relative to the con ariscotta Çanal—repealing the several Acts
year ending Oct. 1st, 1828.
It was believed that Don Miguel had a fever templated voyage of exploration in the South now in force relating to Hogshead Shooks— created or the emoluments of which increas From 42 Deputies,
891 ~
74J
of the brain, in consequence of an operation Seas, was adopted. Three hours were spent and Bi 14 to incorporate the proprietors of ed during such term.,
From other sources,
303
87
A bill additional to an Act directing the
performed on him upon the 5th, which would in the consideration of Executive business, Dead.-R5ver Bridge severally passée! to bi?
method of laying out and making provisions
be incurable, if not speedily checked.
Amount
for
one
year,
1195 61
enact,edi; 7;.
after which thé Senate adjourned,
tor the repairs and amendment of High wavs
Bill to cede, tn the U. S. a site for a pier in was read twice, ordered to be printed, and The Sheriff of Kennebec, returns far one
The ship France has arrived at NewSaco—to enable certain persons to incorpo Thursday next assigned for a 3d reading.
year, ending Oct Ast. 1828.
, , J" ' ’
FRIDAY, FEB. G.
York, but does not bring so late news as be
--------rate themselves as a body politic for the
1197 93
The Senate did not sit this day.
A oib to prevent fraud in the conveyance From 30 Deputies,
fore received.—Boston PaiIndium.' q.
purpose of purchasing lands for burying of real and personal estate, was referred to From other sources,
366 85
grounds—addiSjonal to the several acts now the committee on the Judiciary.
The Austrian Observer ’of the.,15th Dec.
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
m force securing.to owners their property in
. Amount for one year,
.contains the following'néws from Jassy
1704-78
logs, masts, spars and other timber in certain
SATURDAY, JAN. 31.
“ Detachments Of troops are continually
The Sheriff of Oxford, refurns for one
one yyear
The bill.for the relief of Farrow and Har cases, were read a second time and passed to
..
STATE PRISON,
arriving from the right Rank nf the Danube;
ending Oct.
1828.
sent dotVn for concurrence.
which are cantoned in the different districts ns whose claim is for a balance due to them
. We have looked over the documents relat Flom 25 Deputies,
677 84
on the con+ract with the government for the
or the Principality.
ing to the State Prison. They present a full From other sources,
18173
MONDAY, FEB. 9.
“Field Marshall Count Wittgenstein has erection of the formications on the Dauphin
account of the state of the establishment;!
Island
was
ordered
to
be
engrossed
and
read
received by a courier from St. Petersburg, a
Amount for one year,,
____57
_
Bili additional regulating divorces—exten its pru'dential concerns, and suggestions of
859
very flattering edict from the Emperor, in a third time. No other business of impor ding the provisions of an act incorporating improvement in many particulars. The in The Sheriff of Somerset, returns for the
tance
’
wàs
rf'ahsà'ctëd.
which his Majesty returns him thanks for
the proprietors of the Kennebunk Pier—and spectors recommend a new mode of con
year ending 1st Oct. 1828.
the services he has rendered, and invites
bill to incorporate the Eastport Savings structing the cells, on the model of those in From Deputies, numbei* not
rum not to relax, in zeal ; he 'at the same
Bank,
were
read
a
2d
time
and
passed
to
be
MONDAY, FEB. 2.
the prison at Auburn in New-York. From
named.
651 03
time declines giving him permission to visit
Mr. Van Rensselaer reported a bill for engrossed. Sent down for concurrence.
survey we once thought the present cells From other sources,
112 33
his domains, for the present, his presence in the relief of the widow and orphan children
quite the thing for the most desperate con
the army being indispensably in the existing of the late Robert Fulton, it was commit
victs ; but the change is no doubt suggested
Amount for one year,
763 36
state of things.
ted to a committee of the whole House HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. upon folj consideration. The Inspectors
The Sheriff of Hancock, returns for the
“ On the 2d, the Field Marshall celebra The bill for the relief of Richard Harris and
FRIDAY, FEB. 6.
also rep,resent the religious services there as
year, ending 1st Oct. 1828.
ted the anniversary of the Coronation of the Nimrod Farrow, allowing them $39,39 85,
The memorial of Messrs. Mellen and
deplorably defective.” It appears, more
256 00
Emperor, by a brilliant feast, at which were on account of their contract for the construc Weston Justices of the Supreme Court for an over, that there is a difficulty existing about From 7 Deputies,
163 40
in vited the Generals, » the Metropolitan of tion of a fort on Dauphin Island, in the bay increase of their Salaries, canrte down from the purchase of a quantity of the ,granite from From other sources,
Moldavia, all the Bishopsand Grand
of Mobile, was passed. The House resumed the Senate, cpmmitted-'to Messrs. Kingsbury tne State quarries, by the directors or agent of
Amount
for
one
year,
419 40ûras, and the Foreign Consuls.
the discussion on the Cumberland road bill. and Parsons, in that body, read and concur our Manner’s Church. We preSbme the
The Metropolitan of Moldavia, has re The committee afterwards went into the red, and Messrs. Pond of B. Carpenter of H. whole subject .will be acted upon by the Le T/ie Sheriff of Penobscot, returns for the
year ending Is/ Oct.1828 •
ceived front the Court of Russia, 1060 ducats, consideration of the tonnage duties bill. Mr. and.Sw.an of P. were joined to consider and gislature. Mr. Miller, the present Warden,
116171
to be distributed among the convents, in or Dwight, made an ineffectual attempt to get report thereon.
in his letter to the Freasurer, expresses an From 14 Deputies, ‘
From
other
sources,
284 86
der that they may offer up prayers for the up the tea bill.
‘ -Lhe consideration of the Order.offered bv expectation that the Prison will not be a
---- .-y’, —~ ”
—.
. Tgrinrrwiin
_ .
' 1 Mr.
late Queen Dowager.
was suspended by the ad source yf expense to the State the ensuing
■7* As symptomsTf the plague have again
Amount for one year,
1446 57
journment yesterday was resumed. Mr.
Mr. year. \\ e are glad to hear this. Such estabTUESDAY, FEB. 3?
manifested themselves in Wallachia, princi
The Sheriff of Washington, returnsfor the
Mr. M’Kean from the Committee on the Clark of H. proceeded in his examination of hshmen s should be a source of income.
pally in the ehvirôns of Bucharest, the quar Post Office and Post Roads, reported a bill thee subject and commented upon the manner
It will appear by the following estimate of
year ending Is? Oct. 1828.
antine of the Pruth, which has heretofore amendatory of the Post Office Law, which in which the business of the Prison had been expenses and income, that the State Prison From Deputies (number not
been fixed at sixteen days, has been extend repeals so much of the existing law, as im conducted. Mr. C. contended that an inves- instead of being an expense to the State, of
named,)
160 00
ed fo one month, and will be observed with poses upon Postmasters the obligation of dis tigatioh was absolutely necessary in order to more than two thousand dollars yearly, as it From other sources,
787 24
the utmost rigor-r-so much so that military tributing the mails on Sunday. Accompany have a correct understanding of the subject, has heretofore been, may give an annual in
uétachments which were about to cross the ing this bill, was a report on the subject, of more particufofly as to the manner in which come to the State of more than one thousand
Amount for one year,
947 24
• cells
■
'
river to take up their quarters in distant can the transportation of the mails on Sunday, f
the new
were built and the
monies ex- dollars.
jocri
The
Sheriff of Waldo, returns for the yea'"
tonments, have received counter orders, and which, in its tone and decision, is adverse to pended by I lie late Warden
..a.ucj. In urging the
ending 1st Oct. 1828’.
STATE PRISON CODE.
5"’ Mr.
7T\
remain provisionally in Moldavia.”
inquiry
C. .said
he did not
mean to
nrethe prayer of those who desire to interrupt it •i""
!nzln.a fl-.*»
1___— Z-l____ .1
<•
.
*
the Governor communicated a From Deputies (number not
on that day. There was some conversation, judge the case ; he wished for that knowl billYesterday
named,
619 02
on this subject to the Legislature. We
Letters from St. Petersburg speak of the not amounting to a discussion, upon a motion edge which woqld enable him to judge and
F rom other sources,
330 04
£reat change in the appearance of the Em of Mr. M’Kean to print 6000 extra copies of act correctly. 1 h^ committee ; if appointed understand it is the production of the Attor
peror, in Consequence of the fatigues he en the report, but the motion was finally laid on might so far examine as would enable the ney General, Mr. Foote, one of the commit
Amount for one year,
949 08
House to determine how^ far it may be prop- tee appointed for that purpose under the Re
dured during the campaign. It is added—
the table.
solve of February last, a detailed report ac Whole amount returned by the ___ —.
J° Pr9ceed in allowing the accounts.
“ His Majesty, however, seems firm to his
Sheriffs of the several Counties, $11,095 15
befoenof N. opposed the passage of the or companied the bill. The great questions are,
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
Purpose, and the-general opinion is that we
Your Committee are constrained to ac
1st, vv hat can be done for moral improve
der and went into an examination of the
shall have campaign after campaign, till the
The resolution from the Senate, proposing State s Prison accounts and read several ment.
1
knowledge that these returns have not pro
Bultan Mahmoud yields. The preparations the appointment of a Joint Committee “ ter depositions stating that the new Cells were
2d, What to diminish expense.
1duced on their minds the conviction of satis
ot Russia for war are on an immense scale, ascertain and report a mode of examining
/Article 1.—Inspectors,
factory results. For instance, the Sheriff of
and no doubt can exist qf: the Forte giving the yot-es of President and Vice President of well and ppoperly built and sufficient for the Article 2.—Warden.
York, returns but part of the year, terminâtpui p&se, agjd ^ciierally contended that the
way before the masses,of troops it is intended, the United States, and of notifying the per doings of the lafo W arden ought not to be Article.3.—Deputy Warden and Keener.
'
CT a
days Prev»ously to a session- of
•to send out against it. Among the- hypothe sons elected of their election,” was called up, prejtidgedi arid admitted that there ought to Article 4. Clerk and Cmnmissary.
'
tne
b. J. Court, and but a -few weeks pre
ses sent abroad relative to the negotiations read, and adopted by the House.
;
be an examination in the recess. Mr. Dole Artisne 5.—Overseer-s,
viously to a long session of the C. C. Pleas
for the restoration of peace, is the rumor of a
The House proceeded to the consideration
1 he Sheriff of Cumberland, also returns but
again addressed the House by an explanation. Article 6.—Chaplains.
Congress to be held at Ancona, for the dis of the bill to repeal the tonnage duties upon Mr. Herrick of L. and Baldwin of M. sup Article 7.—Prisoners.
part or the year, commencing a short time
cussion of the subject.
ships and vessels of the United States, and ported the order—Mr. Vance of B. opposed Article 8.—General Rales.
a for the session of the C. C. Pleas. The
1 he cannonade of Silistria still continued, upon certain foreign vessels ; the question
on account of there not being sufficient Article 9.—Rations, Diet of Prisoners let- Sheriff of Lincoln returns the names of 47
though with little vigor, on the 13th Nov. a being on ordering it to be engrossed for a it
tmg
convicts
to
labor,
8cc.
I eputies, five of whom made no returns to
time, and moved the previous question which
corps of observation, consisting of 5 or 600 third reading.
him, and three of those returned, served but
was not sustained. The question Was then Article 10.—Salary and pay of officers.
men, having beeç’left to cover the retreat.
The bill was ordered to its third reading, taken and passed in the negative.
Adj.
a tew weeks prior to the 1st Oct. 1828. The
and thereupon, the House adjourned,
estimate of expenses.
Sheriffs of Somerset, Washington and Wai
Warden $700 and use of prison house
do return their gross amount of receipts with
J/EATro.—The Editor of the Philadelphia
SATURDAY, FEB. 7.
wood, &x.
700
out namingany items; and the Sheriff of
The report of the Committee on the Post
Nat. Gazette has seen private accounts from
On motion of Mr. Atherfou of P.
3 Inspectors, 100 each,
300
Hancock affixes no certificate of any kind to
Mexico, of the latest date and from the most Office and Post Roads on the transportation . FJi^lered, That the committee on the Judi Deputy Warden,
280
his return.
7
t espectable sources, which are of a very dis and distribution of the mails on Sunday, while ciary inquire as to the expediency of estab- Clerk, &c.
280
R wifi be recollected that the. Act of Feb.
couraging purport. The recent excesses of it refuses to interfere with the transportation
by iaw>the specific number of bush Overseer in stone cutting a practical
1828 required of the several Sheriffs “ an
the people have aggravated, to the highest of the mail, it recommends and offers, a bill els of bait that shall constitute the hogshead
mechanic,
280 exhibit under oath of all fees and other sums
degree, tne disgust and distrust of all the to repeal so much of the Post Office Law as whether afloat dr in store, read and passed. Overseer in lime quarry, &c.
280 of money by them received, and whiçh might
strangers among them.
requires that Postmasters shall open and dis Reuel Williams, Esq. member from Augus 5 others, Overseers, 180 each,
900 have accrued and were due to them, by virtribute the mail on Sunday. The effect of ta, presented his credentials, was qualified Subsistence, &c. weekly, support of D.
iïrf-°ÎÎ9R11’
for th? year” ending 1st
Factories Burnt.^-The Boston Daily Ad such repeal would, we presume, be to leave and took his seat.
Warden, Clerk, and Overseers, 175
dfvJn8; at.’d
required al§o„ that they
vertiser of Monday gives a list of Factories the opening and distribution of the mail on
A bill repealing several acts now in force,
per week,
819
should specify the amount received and
recently burnt, or injured by firé, with the that day, to be the.subject of -regulation-atAbe ixlqXingtQ Hogshead Shooks, passed to be Chaplain, &c.
150 which might be due, from each of their den <
amount of loss, and the amount insured. discretion of the Postmaster General. He enatted.
Physician and medicine,
100 uties and the particular items of service, for
may either include it in the duties Of Post
1 he result is as follows:
'Phe bill providing for the setting off a part Female Overseer at $2 per week and
which’each and every other sum was receive
masters or omit it, as in his opinion the in ■ot the town of Surry, and annexing the
subsistence,
195
Loss. Insurance. terests t.f the public shall require. We think
ec, or was due.” It is perhaps worthy of
Cottonfact. Jeffrey, N. H. ¿40,006" ¿9,500 it was easy to perceive among the member's same Jo the town of Ellsworth, was taker up
remark, that the only return that complies
$4284 with the requisitions of this act, is the one
Petersboro,’ N.
20’50Ó of the House, when the motion to print an and on the question shall the bill have a third
reading
Messrs.
Stevens
of
B.,
Smith
of
NoAd
incidental
expenses
as
estimated
Do
Framingham, Mass, smallinsured extra number of copies of the report was un foeboro and Baldwin of M. addressed the
r.T ‘ eno!)^ot Lounty, and even the imhort
by an officer of the State Prison, ■
Do
6406 of the act is in many of thé returns cautious
Plymouth Có. Mass, do
do
der consideration, strong indications of an House in opposition to the bill. Messrs Ap A”n’Jal
as proposed by new
Do
Nó 2, Lowell, Mass. 20,000 5,000 opposition to so much of the decision of the pleton'
ly evaded by certificates of mn -equivocal
of A., Clark of H., Pond of B. Vance
Do
$ 10690, ; character But whether this exasioÂ is ImAttleboro’, Mass, small insured Committee as recommended the repeal of a pi B. and Adams of P. advocated the passage
. Do
Thomaston. Me.
15,000 7 500 portion of the existing law It was suggested
putable
to the mtentfon of ¡the Sheriff, or the
ESTIMATE OF INCOME.
Do
Central Falls, R. I 8,000 none that if the mails were not to be delivered on m assignmg a time for a tliird reading, which 90 convicts deduct average sick,
neglect of his deputy, is without the province
’
prevailed,
and
Monday
next
was
assigned
for
2
90
Do
ConoesFalls, N.Y;, not known
Sunday, the main evils pointed out as likely a ad reading.
ycommittee to decide.. In justice to
Cooking and washing,
2
Do
Nashua, N.H, small insured
the Sheriff, it should be observed, that the
to result from the arrest of the transportation
Cutting wood, &c.
1
he
committee
to
whom
was
referred
an
1
TFooZZrn a’».Oxford, Mass. .
act
just cited, is defective in application to
small pnot.men. of the mail, would be found to exist. If order to inquire into the expedienCyof alter Waiting and attending sick,
1x
Dry House, Mendon, Mass, say 2,590> none the letters are to remain unopened in tlie
the deputy, inasmuch as it requites no re
ing the law respecting trespasses¿>f certain Waiting and attending in the yard, 1
turn from him. But without noticing the ap
Post Offices, there will be the same opportu
'Pota! loss, $215,500 Z2J0O" nity to anticipate any important information vOmcers, repotted that legislation is inexpedi Confinement for misconduct &c. ‘ 1
parent disrespect of most of .the. Sheriffs tU Invalids,
j
ent on the subject. ’
ward the requisitions of this act, the comWe add to the above the loss^f the Byrany which they may contain, by the employment
On motion of Mr. lierrick of L.
r actory last week estimated at $100,QOb and of private expresses, and the commercial in Ordered,- Tifot the Clerk of the House ,
9
81 mittee regret that the returns do not enable
-that of Dr. Phillips, of Phiilipsburfoi «6 000 terests may thus be still exposed to the dan
81 them to state with accuracy the whole
fo be printed, 300 copies of the Memo Average estimated fit for labor daily
emolument
makinga total of $321,500..-'
' ■ - ’’ ’’ ger which the report..deprecates. No man rial of Prenfiss Mullen and Nathan Weston,
Allow 300 working days to the year and ^TS°f/he S^eral
ts compelled^ take .the office of a Postmas- Jr. praying for ah increase of their salaries— take the av-erage earnings at New Hamp- for the last year.; but with the aid of the re
.
3s Per W an4 you have an income, turns and other sources of information
Gen. Scott, it is understood, was expected - ter ; but if he does take-it, he is bound ,fo. reiU'i ahd-pasfee.d/J '
duties which accompany the ap
My .Bradford qf Livermore, Mr. Nash of ot $12150a sum equal at least to aB salaries this subject, they cannot,.estimate the aggre
on the 3d inst. to send to Congress his' repli perform.the
gate amount of SheMff’s emoium-eiitefoF'+he
cation tty the reports of the committees of pointment. 1 here will be a dicussion, when Addition, obtained leave of absence, after and incidental expenses.
last year at a less sum than
.•
ÔQd
ever toe subject shall be brought under the Monday next,. and Mr. Appleton of Alfred Estimated income per new bill,
Congress on his cáse,. .
12150
legislative: action of Congress, and we are tor thilee days. ; ;
and admitting .the^aggregate amount
’
Estimated
expenses,
salaries,
&c.
10690
I
to
be
as
proposed
by
the
t ..
ccmpanyReport of the committee on the order for ’ ? re
_ The Senate of Ohio have passed a resolu therefore borne out by reason and experi
}Valiien’s account as rendered to [in5
. 5,700
tion to tax bachelors for- the support of ence in the conclusion that nothing final will
V
’
1
1
lawfor
tlie
Probate
of
I
tlie
Legislature,
commencin«*
1
Decetrb'
1
"'
1
_
„
.
.
.
<
t:
J
4*
*
A
be done upon this subject during the present vVil s gating thatAt is-mexpedient to legis- I 1827, and ending f ’ ‘
1 n ^cemb.i. 1
Schools.
.
1
31 Aug. 1828. charges the 5t WO11H appear that the sum of
¿6306
session.—F'utiOnal Journal- ' ■ .
;dte eq tne subject—accepted.
! State as follows r
would have been paid into our county tr^as’nes tlie- la?t year, b^d the several SherflV*'

^olumcnts been
pposed, withou’
Kill But this sav
tLtance,
Lves the unfottt
■ sixth of liis bhei fl
£ 1828, which
g-terofallthesi
Susthave mcreas

• LttatherepiiW
¡and it is therefo.e
a system, alike °PI
¡the deputy, shook
JUictedbyan;

til 1’6.
Your cbm^htee
<y as well as. the <

I tion ojour pub he <
hat class of the«
■Jut a sense of jus.
(hisState general.
Relieve the bnr(1e>
from whom are pri
iffs’ efflolunJ?:’ts,
the following inqm
1st. What can b
or ?
' 2d. What justh
and tokless serv
| '3d. What to pro
Lnsation to his rej
• To reheve the d
diminish the fee bi l
L compensation
fought, already, h
¿table
k
¿ichthe Sheriff
¡is deputy.
' On the subject (
four committee an
jersity of opinion,
jigher sums than
tccofnpanying Bij
h-essed the opposit
bents of a Sheriff (
if a Judge of Prob
Mst these conf
feet which for afe
fetich interest amoi
¡on of our citizen
I bought it the part
' her extreme of t
|ie one hand! or so
I, and have endc
' Bgment to, propc
fe Sheriff to the 1
• |hisoffice:
An abolition of
ten suggested by
: ife^ppointment of
|iiesin‘each Count
mpfetnorand Com
je manner now r
BS might: te the
hkeh the public in
fecessity of which
[easure be precl
j reposed in the bill
STJTE
’ j the year of our
'

hundred
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Those who neglect to settle and pay will
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Congress
had
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Guerrero
President
tificates of ¡an.
virtue of their respective offices, ^nd shall
receive the next call from an Attorney.
letfier this exasipn is mv on the twentieth day' of December annually,
Anastacio Bustamante Vice President, and
re-eommenc.e her school, in this
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Village, for the instruction of Young
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All the States of Mexico had joined in the
low Ash Bbl. HOOP POLES, for which a
to decide,. I.a
Kennebunk, 7th Feb., 1829
whole sum thus -by them receiyed, and it
G^i j 1Ot’
^osePh Gould, to Miss Betsey
fair price will be given.
Id be observed, that tpc shall be the duty of such Treasurers, on or new order of things.
Gen. Pedraza was at Jalisco. Fie had re
ffective in application ta before the first-Wednesday of January annu
WILLIAM GOOCH.
In Standish, 4th inst. Mr. Lewis McM.
Wells, Feb. 5, 1829,
ich as it. requires no re- ally, to render attested copies of the same in signed ail pretensions to the office of Presi
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,?
Sprin^of
Saco,
to
Miss
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Howe,daugh

it without noticing they to the office of Secretary of State, and after dent, and had asked for a passport ,to leave
District of Maine, ss.
ter of Dr. E. Howe, of Standish.
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All persons having unsettled
f most of.the Sheriffs^ deducting the sums hereinafter set against the country.
*n ft11?'
in&L Mr- Jeremiah Dow, to
South-Berwick, 26th January, 1829.
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all
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Seleucus Adams,
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; trict Court of the United States for the have them adjusted previous to the first of
h accuracy the who - $nych) which shall be held and retained for iards.
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iources of informatio^ Treasurers, for the use of the comity, i iz.:
Accounts from Central America, state that iel M Jntjre ; Mr. John Simpson; of Eliot, . eekins, Kennebunk-Pm, on Friday, the
JOHN WHEELWRIGHT, Jr.
innot..estj mate: the ag9^ ! the Sheriffs of York, Cumberland, Lincoln
to Miss Abigail Simpson, of York.
-uth day of r ebruary next, at 2 o’clock, P M
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in
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ult.
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Andrew
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- ®'ty 1 syrn .of seven hundred dollars, each; the. ot the differences between the contending 1). ross, of Dover, to Miss Mary Morriil, pf
aggregate amohpt *
j -Sheriff of Penobscot six hundred dollars ; the parties in that country.
the same having been decreed forfeit and or
Sheriffs of Oxford and Somerset, five hun
y the accompanyIn New-York citv, Mr- James G. Brooks dered to be sold.
dred dollars each, and the Sheriffs of Han
BENJA. GREENE, Marshal,.
President Adams has issued summonses one of thè editors of the M-orning Courier’ _____
FTjHHOSE of our patrons who intend paycock, Washington and Waldo, four hundred for the usual extra session of the U. S. Sen to Miss Mary Elizabeth Aikin, bettet known
a
ing for their papers in Wood, are re
dollars
each
;
Provided
nevertheless,
That
it the sum of '
?
ate, to commence on the 5th of March next. as “ Norna,” the authore3s of mauy beautiful
A good assortment of Justice quested
to haul it immediately.
aid into our county tie», j ix any Sheriff shall personally perform any I
poetic eijusjons.
. lad the several ^®
Blanks for Sale at this Office.
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' EDUCATION^

3IAKNIIAT/S SAIiE.

Wood! Wood!

TEŒ WHEATS.

DEFERRED ARTICLES.

Items from tke Boston Patriot.
Two persons, were killed with poison, in
Baltimore, the last week, by drinking by
mistake a glass of solution of corrosive subli
mate, supposing it to have been common
spirits.
Capt. Geo. H. Richards has started a
project at Washington ; for forming a com
pany to. purchase and cultivate land in
Greece. He'is lately from that country. A
letter from Dr. Howe approving the plan
has been published.
The Providence Cadet relates a story of
the cook of a West India captain, who had a
taste no less discriminating than his master,
and was not backward in gratifying it. Be
ing ordered to kill and Cook one chicken only,
for the cabin, and two gizzards making their
appeal ance, the captain inquired the mean
ing of.it. “ Why, massa,” says the Doctor,
“ there is a kine of fowl have two gizzard—
when I go to market on shore I buy um.”

A CARD.

I

CHEMICAL

Embrocation.

The late Mrs. Jackson.—The Winchester
DANIEL SHACKFORD,
Virginian gives the following account of the
or Whitwell's original Opodeldoc
OULD inform the public that he
last moments of Mrs, Jackson. Her physi
has taken the Bake-House for FOR Bruises, Sprains, Rheumatisr^
cian says: “ Mrs. Jackson was taken on the
merly occupied by Mr. O. Bartlett, where Chimp, Numbness. Stiffness of tbc
17th ult. with a spasmodic affection of the
Neck or Limbs; Chilblains, Chapped
he intends carrying on
muscles of the chest and left shoulder, at
Stings of Insects, Vegetable Poisons', or any
tended with an irregular action of the heart,
external injury. Recommended by one of
and great anxiety of countenance.—Being
the first Physicians in the United States-,
hastily sent for, I lost no time in rendering
J/1MES K
in all its various branches,—where he keeps whose certificate as well as those of nuihsr- !
her all the assistance“in my power. Finding
on hand a general assortment of BREAD, ous respectable individuals, accompany each
she had been bled before my an ival, without
which he offers for sale low for cash, country bottle.,
any manifest abatement of the symptoms, 1
For the Gazette.
produce or approved credit.—The least favor
CAUTION.
repeated the operation, and which was again,
gratefully
acknowledged.
It is greatly to be deplored,that as soon as
’TWAS eve’, and clothed in radiance bright, had recourse to in the evening on the arrival *!
of Dr. Hogg, an eminent physician of Nash
D. S. would inform his friends and any important improvement ox* discovery is.
Rolled in her course, the queen of night,
NEW TEST
ville, who had been sent for simultaneously
customers that he has received a prime lot of made in Medidne, the community must be
And many an orb in splendor shone
with myself. These successive bleedings,
cheated, and the inventor, in a degréefdeBeauteous, around th’ Eternal’s throne.
|r,
prived of his just reward, by a host of servile I
togethei’ with other treatment, produced
The busy hum hushed to repose,
m’thefe''- r
in barrels and half barrels which he will sell imitators, (instigated by envy and self inter
great relief, and an eqtire subsidence of all
No sound upon the still air rose,
at
a
very
small
advance
for
cash.
the
alarming
symptoms.
The
three
follow

est)
imposing
their
spurious
compounds
on
! «bpes
Save ocean’s deep and sullen roar,
ing days she continued to improve—was
He also wishes to purchase a quantity of the public, as a substitute for the genuine ;
Dashing against th’ opposing shore.
L
re iinot miu
Asaph
W.
Snow,
of
Heath,
planed
and
cheerftil, and could sit in her chair, and con
dry Hemlock and Pine WOOD, or dry article, thereby tending to bring such im
All nature slept, while waking thought,
verse with her friends. On Sunday night, joined m a workmanlike manner 500 feet of Hemlock and Spruce FAGGOTS, for which provements into disrepute, and even utter üall J dll towards H
A dark and my stick vision wrought.
however, she sat up too long, caught cold, clapboards, in 3 hours, 4 minutes!
he will pay Bread and a fair price.
contempt. Such instances are so numerous, Sai or's min>slry a
and had slight symptoms of pleurisy.
Kennebunk, Jan. 3'1.
I saw ambition and his train
Samuel Root, of Fondanbush, Pa. was found
that it is judged by many that all deviations’:
erwbich hsjin
sop
These, however, yielded to the proper rem dead in his bed, recently. P. M’Kie, Jr. a
Rush forward o’er the darkened plain.
from the common course are unimportant
Bpare, we are t
edies—a profuse perspiration ensued, which newly appointed coroner, worded his maiden
As when a meteor breaking through
unless followed by a train of imitators; equn- ' top
it was thought proper to encourage with mild verdict thus : “ That he came to his death in
The gloom of night, in ether bhre,
terfêitors, & impostors. Therefore be Sure I leaf ng on feas’ kc
jvbom Jesus 1
diluent drinks— every thing promised a fa the natural way.”
Sends forth a blazing fitful light,
LL persons having any demands what- that you receive Whitwell’s Opodeldoc,, or '
vorable issue. In this situation, after Dr.
And almost dims the aching sight ;
you
may
be
most
wretchedly
imposed
upon.
;
John
himself \
ever
against
the
subscriber
are
hereby
was
Nathaniel J.. Littlefield, Esq. has been ap
Hogg and myself had retired to an adjoining
So, shone the conqueror, whose command
Price
37^ cents.
.
jet ion which hi
requested to present the same fo him for ad

disi
room, our patient unfortunately got up twice pointed po^master at Bridgton, Me. vice R. justment and payment, without delay, as he is,
Spread far and wide, o’er sea arid land.
07*VQLATILE AROMATIC SNUFF
jried on him, 0
and sat by the fire. 'Fhe perspiration be- Davis, Esq. resigned.
The brightest wreath of glory how
desirous of paying all his debts while living. —For many years celebrated, in cases of ca con j,was sogratef
-came,suddenly checked ; she cried out, “ I
Was twined around his haughty brow ;
tarrh, head ache, dizziness, dimness of eve çer.
The Merrimac Company have determined
JAMES CLEAVES.
am fainting ;”—was placed in bed, and in a to erect, as early as possible, another cottonBut Still his proud and soaring mind,
sight, drowsiness, lowness of spirits, hypo- ue [the attachmer
Kennefiunk-Port, Jan. 29, 1829.
moment afterwards, she was a lifeless, miil at Lowell, on the site of that lately
Tonarrow limits, seemed confined,
condria, nervous weakness, êçc.—it is most
j speaks of him:
corpse!
I ! burnt. It is expected to go into operation FBI HE subscriber, having been chosen fragrant and grateful to the smell, being nal
While yet a nation did remain,
Jisciple whom
How shall I describe the agony—the heart I early *ih October.*. \The loss is about $125,- .A [nominal J Treasure!’ of the
Which "had not felt his galling chain.
mostly composed of roots and aromatic herbs^ tfe
h be surely wo
rending agony or the venerable partner of I 000, according to the Daily Advertiser,
wh
’
or
It
is
absolutely
necessary
foxall
those
who
Kennebunk Manufacturing Company,
1 saw a land in beauty drest,
her bosom ! He had, in compliance with our ! about 10 per cent on the capital stock. V
The
watch with or visit the sick. Price 50 cents noi it had been r
A land with peace and freedom blest;
earnest entreaties, seconded by those, of his i ioss
company is much less than the at their annual meeting oh the second day of and 25 cents.
His place at the su[
Hex* warlike sons no despot’s yoke
lady, left her chamber, (which he seldom amount of premium for insurance would have June, 1828, hereby gives public notice, pursu
•I/* WHITWELL’S BITTERS—A most he las high in the
Had e’er oppressed, no tyrant broke
ant to law, that at a meeting of said Compa efficacious and wonderful cordial medicine,
permitted himself to do,) and laid down in been from the beginning.
Their free and noble spirits ; they
ny on the twelfth day of March, 1828, it was for dyspepsiajaundice, sicknesfrof the stem-’ *wai'jeanifig or lying
an adjoining room, to seek repose for his
Knew not another’s will t’ obey ;
In
the
First
Society
of
Windham,
Conn,
voted, “ that an assessment or instalment of ach, "flatulence, want of appetite, &c They he las the next be
har assed mind and body. A few minutes
But free they roved and unconfined,
miles square, five fier cent, be laid and raised on each share, give a tone to the solids, enrich the blood and
only had elapsed, when we were hastily there are now living, within
the justom of the 1
Unshackled’as the free-born mind.
summoned to her chamber, and the General 65 persons above the age of 75 years, viz :— tube paid into the Treasury, within thirty invigorate the whole system. No tavern I
the ii| meals, his hea
1 over 100. 4 between 90 and TOO, 11 between days.” And. at said annual meeting, it was
in
a
moment,
followed
after
us.
But
he
was
should be without them. Price 12^ cents a >
But soon the dark destroyei’ came,
80 and 90, and 48 between 70 and 80.
yvit- .his Master’s br
voted, “ that said assessment be called for paper.
Death marked his course, and blood and only in time to witness the last convulsive
and
paid
to
the
Treasurer,
at
such
time
as
effort
of
expiring
nature
!!
Then
it
was
that
For Sale by S. L. OSBORN, Kennebunk, use /always to be r
flame:
all the feelings of the devoted husband burst
Disgrac<7.7Z.--The Hartford Times states the Directors may order.” But no order agent for selling the same.
an litertaihmeht, f<
Like the sirocco’s deadly blast
forth. His breast heaved, and his soul that art effigy of General Jackson was burned has been given by the Directors for the pay
July 26.
! he ¡onofed and es:
Quick in his eagle course, he past.—
seemed to struggle with a load too oppressive betwet o the hours of 9 and 10, before the ment thereof; nor has the said assessment,
While the shrill cry of deep despair
he fcs thus lean
for frail humanity
State House, w that city, on the evening of or any part thereof ever been paid in to the
Mingled its cadence with the air,
Treasurer.
be' jonedto him i
the
8th
ub.
The
city
authorities
have
of

Onward he rushed, unheeding all*
The capital stock of said Company con
fered
a
^-¿»i7<Uer
the
perpetrators,
who
are
is, who it was W
Je!
The maiden’s voice, or matron’s call.
Adventures of a Hog. Th the Lebanon said to ba<e Been boys, or the lowest descrip srsted of real estate valued at $11,000—Ma
Jo ii did as he was
Ohio Star, we find the following adventures tion of men.—No respectable friend of Mr. chineryyakred at $14,000—Goods valued at
But from the dying embers raised,
of a Hog. “Mr. Gideon Long, of Butler Adams ever stooped to any thing of this sort. about $5,000—besides a number of other ar
sh( wd him who th
Once more the torch of freedom blazed ;
county,raised a hog which he sold a few
Jp a sop. All
ticles ; all purchased upon credit. For which,
Proudly it flashed, and quickly bore
weeks since to J. Denman, of his neighbor
February is called Trumpery month in and other debts incurred by the Company,
do I in private, anc
Its gathering light from shore to shore,
37
1-2
hood, for sixty-six dollars. He was shortly Nantucket, because business is dull, and peo suits have been brought by the creditors, and
Quick as the exciting.signal flies,
e ofthe other d
ed
afterwards offered forty dollars for his bar ple at that time can attend to the affairs of the whole property of said Company real
1 saw the awakened nations rise,—
it measure of c
gain ; but determining to take it to Cincinna their neighbors, without especial detriment and personal has been sold at auction tor the
Cast off their chains and rush to arms,
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINT i de ie which was c
ti, he put it on board of a canal boat for that
benefit
of
the
creditors,
and
the
proceeds
has
Inglorious peace had lost its charms;
place. On his rout without his knowledge to their own.
MENT, which has stood the test
been greatly insufficient to satisfy them all.
to; |td this his fav<
On like a rolling flood they came,—
against all other Ointment, the price of
the hands on board exhibited it as a show,
In Northampton, a short time since, a So that the Company has become Insol which has been- reduced from 50 to 37j
fter Jesus was
Not candidates for empty fame,
charging 6| cents for a sight. When he ar
vent.
DANIEL SEW ALL.
But liberty alone they sought;
cents.
Jo ft is Supposed t>
rived at the city an immense crowd visited it lad, 11 years of age, rose in his sleep and
Kennebunk,
Jan.
14,
1828.
without
dressing
himself,
raised
one
of
the
For this they bled, fdT this they fought.
and paid for the sight. After keeping it for
dii foie, )vho went
...^£50...
some time, he was offered $300 tor the hog, windows of his chamber, and leaped out upon
of the h igh pr
ac
the
ground,
a
distance
of
about
12
feet,
ran
The scene was changed ; before my sight
Dr. Davenport's Billions Pills.
agreed to take it, and received $150 on the
HE subscriber requests all persons in For the time these Pills have been offered
great speed 80 or 100 feet, and entered
The nations join’d in deadly fight;—
mi jance there by
contract. But it was not to be delivered un with
debted to him either by Note or Ac
The deaf’ning shout, the dying cxy,
ail p with that di£
til the whole was paid, and while waiting for a neighbor’s house and secreted himself under count, to call, settle and pay the same prior to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
And dash of arms came rushing by.
the balance it was secretly conveyed away. a great coat, where after much trouble he to the first of March next.—All who neglect the most sanguine expectations of the pro
tn pbe he wasthi
Dark grew the strife and darker yet,—•
was
accidentally
discovered.
He
was
unin

prietor, which may be fairly considered an
Mr. Denman determining to pursue the no
Wi ) had the fortiti
this Notice beyond the time specified mav
jured.
When hand to hand the warriors met,
ble animal, embarked on board a steam boat
be assured, that their accounts and notes will acknowledgement of their many virtues, f ec faster to the c
And gleaming in the thickest fight,
They are very justly esteemed for their
arid followed it ter Louisville, where he had
Th’ oppressor’s sword flashed high and bright . the satisfaction of finding his hog. It had
Charles Lewis, a yourig man belonging to be lodged in the hands of an Attorney for mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all
,fe I manifested c
collection.
JOTHAM PERKINS.
Nought could avail, the freemen brave
Saco,
on
the
6thuh.
walked
or
ran
from
cases where one is necessary—They are a
th t the softest nat
been exhibited for some time to great advan
Kennebunk,
January
22/1829.
Came onward like armighty wave ;
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions fe
tage. Taking possession of the hog, Mr. Saco to Portland, a distance of 15^ miles in 2
bl arid most fear
His shivered arm fell to his side.
vers, pains in the head, stojnach & bowels,
Denman descended the river with it several hours and 2 minutes.
w ich are apparen
And o’er him rushed thrinvading tide
indigestion,.loss
of
appetite,
dizziness,
worms
hundred miles and finally sold it for three
And soon upon- the troubled air
A rich Printer.—'The will of Luke Han
hundred and sixty dollars ; having realized
and billions cholic-—they are likewise an an ,ró jcnline,. may yet
The victor’s shout rose loud and clear. Y. from it, in all, eight or nine hundred dollars. sard, of London, Printex* to the House of
HE Subscriber has on hand a few tidote against infectious diseases, removing
oi peril and distres
HUNDRED BUSHELS
It weighed twelve hundred and sixty pounds, Commons, has been proved. His personal
obstructions of every kind by dissolving andi bl flarkness—dark
discharging the morbid matter, helping di
WHEAT & RYE,
The following interesting account of the and in his route Mr. Denman was offered property is estimated at £90,000, besides
in !he hearts of me
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a sure re
celebrated Whirlpool, on the coast of Nor 2500 dollars for it safely delivered in New- freeholds,
indonment, whi
in good order, which he offers for Sale on lief foj costive habits. They are so accom
York.
The
purchaser
it
is
expected,
willway, was communicated in a better from
reasoirable terms.
ci|
ed out that he
undertake
its
transportation
to
the
eastern
modated
to
all
seasons
and
hours,
that
they
|
A timber merchant at Weedsport, N. Y.
Capt. Doane, in 1:825, to the late Hon. A. B.
•■•.ALSO,-.a his followers, w
may be taken in summer or winter,.at any
Woodward, judge of Middle Florida, and cities, to show the Yankees what kind of alias & pedlar of brooms, recommends his
wares as “ Jackson brooms with, raal hicko A Farm, containing about 70 acres of good time of the day, without regard to'diet or'
has been found among many other curious hogs we raise in Ohio.”
P rt him by their s
land, near the village of Sanford.
hindrance of business. Their operation is so i
ry handles»”
papers he left on file :
h n their love ? I
c
c
'
T
ELISHA
ALLEN.
gentle
and
effectual,
that
by
experience
they
'
More Piracij.—The Buenos Ayrean priva
s [diers, and bruta
Sanford, Jan. 22, 1829.
The Maelstrom Whirlpool.—This wonder teer Prcsidentia, Capt. Clark,about the Uth
are found to excel any other physic hereto-’
Economy.—-A post office in Indiana, of
ful phenomenon, that has excited the wonder of October, captured an armed schooner^ the name of Economy, reported to the gen
1< i'bringsky, and,
fore offered to the public.
and astonishment of the world, I have seen. manned with Spaniards, and having Danish eral post-office the receipt of 9 cents, for
The genuine are covered with a check
c bss, we behold
There are few of my countrymen who have papers; with two other.sets which had been postage dmfogtlie year ending 21st March,
? Kennebunk-Landiri-g, on the road be plate, with the design of the Good Samari-1
? d one disciple,'
had the opportunity in corisequence of the thrown overboard. Capt. Clark carried her 1827..
tween the house of Capt. Adam McCul- tan, and the agents name thereon.
list of the twclv
situation of it being remote from any port of and the crew into St. Existâtia, from whence
lock and the store of G. & L Lord, 2 gold
—ALSO—
< [this place of bl
commerce. Its latitude and longitude I do she was sent to St. Thomas for trial. On
watch
seals,
1
gold
key,
“
1
do.
ring
and
1
part
The Connecticut Sentinel relates that a of a gold chain-.
Whpaton's Jaundice Bittersy
not exactly recollect. It is situated between board this vessel were found some money ..and
<
those in author!
two islands belonging to a group, off the coast tire uniform of an American officer, with his young gerittenvan at a hotel, having in vain at
Any person finding the above will be gen
37 1-2
1 bo do their bidi
of Norway, called the Lovinstaff Islands. watch, on which was engraved the name of tempted to carve a fowl, handed it to an old erously rewarded on leaving them at the
DatunporPs Celebrated Eye Water.
1 lar their friend a
Between Drontheim (being the most north Lieut. Fairlee. It will be recollected that gentleman, begging liis pardon, and making store of George & Ivory Lqrm
: id ready on the $
ern port of commerce) and the north cape, I this confirms a report to the same effect, an apology to the whole feathered tribe for
A fresh supply of the above is kept in KenKennebunk,
Jan.
22,
1829,
making
so
wanton
an
attack
on*
one
that
was
suppose the latitude to be about 69 north ; published some time ago.
nebvmk by J. E1LLJE—in Wells by N. Mor
I phare them. I
15 or 20- years his elder.
but will not be certain. 1 had occasion some
rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. Coe—in
II the nerves of I
years since to navigate a ship from the worth
Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—-by the Drug
! ICh a smgular pii
Whale's Tongue—We lately published
Bad and broken Banks.—Bank of Castine,
cape to Drontfieinft, nearly all the way be
HE Subscribers having been appointed gists in Portland and Boston, and by some
tween the islands or rocks and the main. Maine; Hallowell and Augusta; Passama- an account of the proceeds of a large whale,
; a • The sirq
by the Hon. William A. Haxes, persons in the principal towns from Maine:
On enquiring of my Norway pilot about the 0; Kennebec at Hallowell; Wiscasset; that the tongue yielded 176 gallons of oil.
to Georgia.
i Hth-ofaffecti
Judge of Probate for the County of York,
practicability of running near the whirlpool,
>ank, Salefn, Mass; Berkshire bank.. We have since received from a ship Master Commissioners to receive'and examine the
Oct, 1, 1825.
eow.ly.
(potencepf thei
he told me that with a good breeze it could Pittsfield; Farmer’s Ex. bank, R. L; Eagle of this town, the following r “ I have killed claims of the creditors-to the estate of
In the mi
be approached near enough for examination bank, New-Havenr Conn.; Derby bank; a whale, the tongue of which yielded 14 bar
BENJAMIN
COES,
icend the hill
without danger. I at once determined to Bank of Upper Canada, Kingston / Bank of rels, or 441 gallons of oil.”—Nantucket Ing. late of Kennebunk-Port, deceased, sail ma
satisfy myself..—We began to near it about Plattsburgh; Green Co. Bank, Kattskill;
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
eir station bone
ker, represented insolvent, and the term of
10 A. M., in the month of September, with a Bank of Niagara Bank of Hudson ; Hobo
Field, who4 absconded about a year since six months being allowed said, creditors to
between the subscribers is this day
bthing amidst a
ken
Banking
&
Grazing
Co.
N.
J.;.
State
fine trading windat north-west.—Two good
with $2882, belonging, to the St. Albans bring in and prove theii- claims ; we there
dissolved by mutual consent. All persons in
romptings of the
seamen were placed at the helm, the mate bank, at Trenton; Franklin bank, Jersey Bank, Vt. has been arrested, examined, and fore give notice that we will attend that ser debted to sard firm are requested to make
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